Masquerade

After being humiliated by her fiancee,
Sophie Franklyn has decided that getting
involved with work colleagues and men in
general isnt for her. Now her focus is going
to be on her career and her recent
promotion. That is until at a New Years
Eve masquerade ball, she meets a man that
tempts her to question her choices. Alex
Scavoni is extremely dedicated to his job,
so dedicated that his first marriage
crumbled under the pressure of his
dedication. Now hes happily single, with a
new job hes excited to start. When he
meets a masked Sophie at the ball, she fires
desires in him he thought long dead. He
spends a wonderful night with her, but
wakes up alone. The next time the two
meet, its in the high pressure world of
Emergency Room medicine where they
must work side by side. While they deal
with the stresses of the Emergency ward,
they endeavor to keep their feelings for
each other on a professional nature. When
the desire that pushed them together that
one night flares to life again, can they
ignore them or will their one night together
have consequences neither of them planned
on? Sensuality Level: Sensual
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